Team-meeting 15-09-14 19.00 (London) = 13.00 (Mexico) = 14.00 (Detroit) = 20.00
Duesseldorf/Lyon/Antwerp
In Mumble: http://wiki.pp-international.net/Mumble
Room: International-> Pirate Parties International-> Pirate Times
== Meeting September 15th ==
Attending:
•
•
•
•
•

Andrew
Josef
Koen
pakki

Excused
•
Chairing: Josef
Protocol: Andrew
----------------------Agenda (add your own points below)
1) Introduction of team members (quick 2min intro - who are you? why here?)
2) Pirate Times status (quick report from people present on what they have done lately)
Josef: two articles published + one more written. Prepared Greek part of PT, almost ready for translations.
Found a work so will have much more time for PT once I find an apartment. Been busy writing book
submission after TT214 and with PPSE elections.
Koen: nothing, sorry guys
Andrew: a few articles of my own and guest author - New Zealand elections and PPNZ prob lems
intervening as expected
Patrick: PPNRW GA reelected Chair so busy with orga and legal stuff - election articles delayed but
coming in one or two weeks - October 5th 5 years PPLU with Koen
3) Open tasks + follow-up on last meeting https://piratetimes.pirtatenpad.de/team-meeting-02-09-14
-proofreading
-api launch
4) Future of pirate-times?
-more focused on a few themes? elections and GAs
guest articles to continue - a route to becoming a team member - a submition form to make submitting
articles easier
-recurring topics? - needs plugins Josef will talk to Björn - can be left to later - will help us be the main
resouce for pirate information
-curation? -> For later once we get stuff running smoother
-replacement for Gefion - remind Gefion to write down her tasks/routines, then try to find someone by
networking
-Write a 'jobs' section for PT detailing different propositions.
5) Bi-weekly newsletter
-We need someone to compile them after September since Pedro left

ask in team first then Josef and Andrew can share if noone found
6) 'Battles for democracy'
-Anyone willing to take over this weekly topic?
ask internally
7) Greek translations
4 translators - prelimenary translations made - can move onto regular translations soon
8) Removal of Lexi Alexander's articles
- First time we removed an article
- How to act in future for "controversial topics" ?
warn authors and give opportunity to be anyonymous
9) Upcoming/past events that need articles
• Swedish elections (Anton writing)
• 100+ #opengov groups in the call for legislatures to embrace #opendata Sep 15 ->
http://sunlightfoundation.com/openupyourlegislature/ -> Josef
• TTIP initiative https://piratenpad.de/p/spread-anti-ttip-and-ceta-ebi (pic for article in mail on maillist) Andrew - too large a resourse to work from in time available look for guest author
• TT214 Talks. Released on youtube now but bundled together... -> Josef will look at it
• Saxony Elections (past weekend) Andrew Some past articles about Saxony http://piratetimes.net/?
s=saxony&submit=Search -> Josef wrote about this. Some things to clarify or we can just publish
short article... -> Combine with Brandenburg Thuringen elections Andrew andrew - email Patrick
for fact check
• Ukraine has problems with a 2nd PP starting up (only to make profits and not according to pirate
spirit) => needs proper research and confirmation if we write an article -> will forward info about
it to Koen who will look into it.
• PPCAT GA (sun) -> Josef
• PPNZ elections -> Andrew
• Freedom not Fear international
10) Other questions
- admin meeting can fall out unitl membership increases again
11) Next meeting 22-09-14 (MON)
-------------------------------

